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The J-sum of certain sequences of Banach spaces is defined and studied. This 
seems to be the first conditional sum studied in any detail. As applications for any 
weakly compactly generated Z, a concrete space X is constructed with X**/X 
isometric to Z. Examples are constructed to show boundedly complete (even 
symmetric) decompositions (even with all the factors isometric to J) do not have 
the properties that boundedly complete bases have. A space X is constructed that is 
isomorphic to both X* and X**/X. Of course, the J comes from James’ quasi- 
reflexive space which this construction generalizes. 
If (X,) is a sequence of Banach spaces and #,,: X, -+X,+ , are linear maps 
with I]$,,]] & 1, then J(X,, $,,), the J-sum of (X,), is constructed and studied. 
In general, (X,,) is a shrinking bimonotone decomposition for J(X,,, 4,) 
which is usually conditional. This seems to be the first conditional decom- 
position sum to be studied in any detail. (Although, others have been 
defined. Ho [7] defines a related but different J-sum.) 
The first application of this construction is the theorem of James [8]; 
Lindenstrauss [lo]; and Davis et al. [4]. In particular, if Z is separable 
(respectively, weakly compactly generated) then there is a separable (respec- 
tively, weakly compactly generated) Y = J(X,, #,,) so that Y* */Y is 
isometric to Z (see Theorem 1.1 and its corollaries). While this result does 
not construct Y for any new Z, it does have two advantages. A minor one in 
that Y**/Y is isometric rather than isomorphic to Z. The major advantage is 
that if Z is a concrete example then so is Y. That is, we can actually work 
with the space Y. 
This second advantage gives us our second application (Example 2.2). A 
space Y is constructed with a shrinking and boundedly complete l- 
symmetric decomposition (Yi) with each Yi isometric to the James space J 
and so that Y* */Y is isometric to cO. In particular, this shows (X,), a 
boundly complete decomposition of dual spaces, need not imply [X,] is a 
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dual space nor need it imply that (X,*) is a shrinking decomposition for its 
closed linear span. 
The final application is the construction of two spaces X and Y that are 
sort of “minimally infinitely non-reflexive” (see Examples 2.3 and 2.4). The 
space X is isometric to X**/X, yet all integer duals are separable. The 
separable space Y is isomorphic to each of its integer duals and to Y**/Y. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Our notation is standard and follows that of [ 111, where undefined terms 
may be found. In partcular, we write (x,) or (x,), for (x,)2= , , C x, or C,,x,, 
for C,” i x, and [X,,] for the closed linear span of U,X, . The continuous 
dual of X is denoted by X*. 
Let X be a Banach space. A sequence (X,) of closed subspaces of X is 
called a (Schauder) decomposition of X [ 11, p. 47ff] if X = [X,] and each 
x E X can be uniquely written as x = C x, with x, E X,. This last condition 
is equivalent to the existence of K < co so that for xi E Xi and positive 
integers p and q 
If K = 1, the decomposition is to be monotone. It is bimonotone if it is 
monotone and 
If dim(X,) < co for each n, then we say (X,) is a FDD (finite dimensional 
decomposition). If dim X, = 1 and x, E X,\{O}, then (x,) is a basis for X. 
If P, is the projection X+ X so that P,(C xi) = x,, we identify X,* with 
P,*(X*). The decomposition (X,) is shrinking if X* = [X,*1 or equivalently if 
(X,*) is a decomposition for X *. The decomposition (X,) is boundedly 
complete if xi E Xi and sup I] Cy= i xi]] < co implies ‘xxi converges in X. 
Thus (X,,) is a shrinking decomposition for X if and only if (X,*) is a boun- 
dedly complete decomposition for X* (see [ 11, p. 91). 
If (X,) is a monotone decomposition for X, we write (XJLIM or 
sometimes XLLM for the space of all sequences (xi) with xi E Xi and whose 
norm 
is finite: Note (X,) is boundedly complete if and only if (X,JLIM = [X,]. 
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Also X* = (X;)LrM is well known [ 11, p. 81. So if (X,) is a monotone 
shrinking decomposition then X** is isometric to (X,**)L’M. 
The decomposition (AT,) is K-unconditional if 
for each sequence xI E Xi, scalars bi with ] b,J < 1 and integer n. Suppose 
there are isometries QIn: X, + X,, + I and name the composite maps (m 2 n) 
)t:X,+X, and #z= ($;)-‘:X,-+X,. A l- unconditional decomposition 
(X,) is said to be K-symmetric if 
II ~,ml”‘(xi)ll~Kil~xill 
for each sequence xi E Xi, each permutation 71 on the positive integers, and 
each integer n. A decomposition (X,,) is neighborly [2,9] if the maps (R,)+,, 
and (Li)i.+z. defined below satisfy I]R,]], ]jLi]] = 1. If x, E [X,,] with x, E X,, 
then 
Ri for i 2 1, 
Finally, if (X,) is 
that can be written 
a decomposition, a skipped block basic sequence is one 
n(i) 
bi= C Xi, 
m(i) 
where xj E Xj, 1 < m(l), and m(i) < n(i) < m(i + 1) - 1. And (X,,) is said to 
have the skipped block I,-property if each skipped block basic sequence is 
equivalent to the usual I,-basis. 
1. THE SPACES J(X,,#,) AND Q(X",#,,) 
If (X,,) is a sequence of Banach spaces with norm 1) s JJn and if 
h:X”*X*tl are continuous maps with I]$,]] Q 1, then we can define the 1 
spaces 0(X”, 4,) and J(X,, 4,) (the J-sum of (X,)) as follows. But first, for 
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ease of notation, we adopt the conventions that X0 = (0) and &,: X0 +X1 is 
the linear map. Also if x,EX,, then let x~=~,,-,o#,,-~o . ..o 
#,- i 0 4,(x,) be an element of X, . 
Let (xi) be a sequence with xi E Xi. If (xi) is finitely non-zero, we define 
the norm 11 . llJ by 
where the sup is over all integer sequences (p(i)):,, with 0 < p(l) < 
p(2) < *** < p(k). The completion of this space will be called J(X,, 4,). If 
(xi) is eventually constant, that is, if for some n, x,,,“+ i = x,+ i for m > n, we 
define the semi-norm II . IIR by 
II(xi)llO = li~*llxkllk* (2) 
The space Q(X,, 4,) is the set of all eventually constant sequences with 
II * IL?. Denote by fi = d(X,,, 4,) the completion of (Q(X,, d,)/ 
ker II * IID9 II * IM 
Remarks 1. If X,, = R and 4, = identity, then J(X,,, 4,) is isomorphic to 
James’ original quasi-reflexive space J and fi = R. 
2. Given any sequence of spaces (X,), we can always take 4, = 0. But 
then J(X,,$,) is easily seen to be isomorphic to the I,-sum of the spaces 
(X,) and Q = (0). 
3. We can identify X,,, with the sequences in J(X,, 4,) whose mth co- 
ordinate is the only non-zero co-ordinate. The choice of 2 on the left hand 
side of Eq. (1) was made so that this identification would be an isometry. 
4. Having the p(l) and p(k)-terms in Eq. (1) makes (X,) a 
bimonotone decomposition for J(X,, 4,). 
5. Since )I #,[I < 1, the numbers IIxkllk are eventually non-decreasing so 
the limit in Eq. (2) always exists. 
6. The space R (as a set) is contained in J(X,, 4,)“‘“. Furthermore, 
since llXkllk < \/zII(xi)llJ~ on D we have II . /JR < fill . llJ. It follows that 
JGL Q&k= II . IL. 
7. Given a Banach space 2, there are at least three types of (X,4,), so 
that fi will be isometric to Z. The first sets X, = Z and 4, = identity. The 
second picks subspaces X, c Z with X,, c X, + , and lJ, X, dense in 2. In 
this case II . Iln is II . IIZ restricted to X,, and (, is the inclusion. The third 
picks the sets X, as in the second case but allows the norms to be arbitrary 
so long as II . IL 2 II + IL+ 1 on X, and II . IIZ = lim II . 11” on lJ, X,. A good 
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example of this last condition is with Z = co@‘) and X,, (1 . (1” the I#) space 
with p = n. 
8. If E is a Banach space with a symmetric or subsymmetric basis, 
then the often quasi-reflexive space J(E) is defined in [ 3 ] or [2]. We could 
analogously define the J(E)-sum of the spaces by using the J(E)-norm 
instead of the J= J&)-norm in Eq. (1). We make some remarks about this 
general situation in more generality at the end of this section. 
Our main results of this section are the theorem below and its corollaries. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (X,,) and @,, be given as above. 
(I) G(X,, 4,) is dense in J(X,,, #n)L*M. 
(II) Let 0: J(X,, I,)“‘” + fi(X,,, 4,) be the unique continuous 
extension of the identity: 0 + 0. Then 0 is the quotient map with kernal 
JWn 3 A)* 
(III) If Y = J(X,,, 4,) and each X,, is ref[exive, then Y* * = 
JVn 3 h)“‘” and Y* */Y is isometric to fi(X,, 4,). 
Proof: (I) Let x = (xi) E J(X,, , $n)L’M. Since ]]x[]~ < co we have 
limm s”P(CfSZi IIx$?+ 1 - xp(i+ 1) IliCi+ 1) ) = 0, where the sup is over all integer 
sequences {p(i)} so that m < p(2) < ..a < p(k). In particular, ]]xk -x,1(,,, 
goes to zero as m > n and n -+ co. Let M be large enough so that each of the 
expressions in these limits is less that e. Let y = ( yi) E Q be the sequence 
with yi = xi for i < M and for i > M, y, = xM. Let {p(i)} be an integer 
sequence which approximates the norm of y - x. Since y -x is zero for the 
first it4 co-ordinates, we may assume p(1) = 0 and p(2) > M. Writing out 
Eq. (1) and observing that the “y-parts” of the middle terms of (1) cancel out 
we have 
2 II Y - 41: - lb;*, - ~pc2,ll;~*, 
k-l 
+ c II5L -x~(i+I)ll&i+l) + Ilx,“,k) -Xp(k)ilj(k)* 
i=I 
Since we know all three of these terms are small, the proof of (I) is complete. 
(II) Let y = ( yi) be eventually constant, say, starting with the A4 co- 
ordinate. Since we can choose p( 1) = 0, and p(2) = M, II ~11: > (11 y,,,II~ + 
IIY&w h IIYllzn. On the other hand if x, E: X,, and m > n let 
Y = y(m) = (Vi), w  h ere y,=O, i<m andy,=x;l i>m. Then )IyJ(J=]]~~]lm-t 
llzlln as m + co, where z = y(n), i.e., the y constructed with m = n. Also 
observe that if x = (xi) E 0(X,, 0,) and (]xJ(p = 0, then there is an increasing 
sequence of integers (m(i)) with m(0) = 0 so that x is “constant” after m(l) 
and for i> 1, IIC~$+,‘~xjll, = JIx,(i)+,(Jm(i+l) < 2-‘; hence x E J(X,,4,). 
Thus on J(X,, 4,) + fiWn9 4,X II . lIR is the quotient norm obtained from 
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I] . IIJ when moding out the subspace J(X,, 4,). This can be extended to their 
completions which yields (II). 
(III) By (II) and the representation given in Preliminaries it suffices to 
show (X,) is a shrinking decomposition for J(X,, 4,). But if 
x = (xi> E J(X,, d,) and (m(i)> is an increasing sequence of integers with 
m(0) = 0, then 11x11: < 3 Ci ]]~~!,$~+ i xi]]:. Since if 12 < m, 
IleI -hIlIt G (IIX~llm + II%An)2 
G IlxnII; + Ibmll; + 2 IlXnlln * ll-TnIIm 
G Wnllf, + ll%xl>~ 
This upper &-estimate easily implies shrinking. The proof is now complete. 
Before listing the corollaries of Theorem 1.1 we collect some results about 
projections in J(X,, 4,) in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let (X,,) and (4,) be given as above. 
(I) If P: X,, + X,, is a projection, then so are Q, R: J(X,, 4,) + 
J(X,, $“), given by Q(x) = x7:,’ xi + Px, and R(x) = Px, + C,“, , xi for 
x = (xi) E J(X,#,). Furthermore, II Qll, IlRll < 2 llpll. 
(II) If P,: X,, -+ X, are linear maps so that @“P, = P,, , 4, then 
Q: JV, 9 $,I -+ J(Xn 9 ht>, g iven by Qx = (Pix,), where x = (xi), is defined if 
IlQll=~~~nllPnll < co. Furthermore if each Pi is a projection so is Q. 
Prod (1) IlQxll < IIX’ Xill + IIPII llxnII < (1 + IIPII) lbll and simil=b 
for R. Perhaps the point of this is that ]] Q]] > 1 even if P is nice. For 
example, if X,, 3 l&, 4, = identity and P is the projection onto the first co- 
ordinate, then ]] Q]] 2 3/2. 
(II) Since 
$,-1 *** 4*piXi=p,(b,-l “* #[Xi, 
114~1-1 **’ ~ipixi-pmxmllm 
= llct(x6 - %?I)IIm G IlPmII I4n -4tlIIw 
Combining with Eq. (1) yields (II). 
COROLLARY 1.3 (James [8], Lindenstrauss [lo]). If Z is separable, then 
there is an X with a shrinking bimonotone FDD so that X**/X is isometric 
to Z. Furthermore if Z has a basis, then X can be chosen to have a shrinking 
basis. 
ProoS. Let X, c X, + , c Z be subspaces with 0, X,, dense in Z and let 
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& be the inclusion maps. If 2 has a basis {zi}, let X, = [zi]:. In either case 
Q(X,, , (6,) is isometric to 2, and X = J(X,, 4,) is the space required follows 
from Theorem 1.1. When 2 has a basis, then Lemma 1.2(I) implies that X 
has a basis. 
Remarks 1. In [lo], Lindenstrauss obtains X with a monotone shrinking 
basis for any separable Z. However, his X only satisfies X**/X isomorphic 
to Z. The construction above does not always yield a monotone basis for X 
even if Z has a monotone basis. 
2. In [8], James obtains X with a monotone boundedly complete basis 
when Z has a monotone boundedly complete basis and X**/X is isometric 
to Z. Corollary 1.3 does not quite contain this result either. However, we can 
apply the theorem to the pre-dual of a space Z with a monotone boundedly 
complete FDD, so that X * **/X* is isometric to Z and X* has a monotone 
boundly complete FDD. 
COROLLARY 1.4 (Davis et al. [4]). Zf Z is weakly compactly generated, 
then there is an X with a bimonotone shrinking decomposition of reflexive 
subspaces so that X**/X is isometric to Z. 
ProoJ: By [4], there is a norm decreasing l-l map from a reflexive space 
Y onto a dense subspace of Z. Let X, be this image and let (] . (ly, ]] . I]= be 
the induced norms on this subspace. Define ]]x]],, = sup(]]x(],, Ilx/&z). Then 
(X,, ]] . I],) are reflexive (they are isomorphic to Y). If #,,: X, +X,+ , is the 
identity we have fi((Xn, I] . I],), 4,) is isometric to Z and hence X = J(X,, 4,) 
is the required space by Theorem 1.1. 
Remarks 1. This J(X,, 4,) construction is similar to that of Davis et al. 
[4]. In particular, their remarks about the relationship between their results 
and those of James and Lindenstrauss also apply to this J(X,, 4,) 
construction. In particular they show how to obtain Y and hence each 
(X, /] . I],) with an unconditional basis. Using Lemma 1.2(I) yields a strange 
almost basis structure when these bases are glued together. In general, the 
basis constant in X, can deteriorate as n + co. But in the case of J(1,+ ,(r), 
set inclusion) any subsequence of these glued together bases will be a basic 
sequence. 
Some General Results 
Theorem 1.1 can be proved for more general spaces with decompositions. 
Say that a monotone decomposition (X,) is right neighborly (as opposed to 
left) if there are maps $n: X,, -+ X,, i so that the maps R,: [X,] + [X,] satisfy 
llRill< 1 for i>O, where if x,EX, and x=Cx,E [X,] then R,(x)= 
CE=2xn andW)=Cn,i+l a x + $*xi. (It is easy to check that J(X,, #,) is 
right neighborly.) If (X,) is right neighborly then (X,) has the skipped block 
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unconditional property. Thus (X,) is shrinking or it has a skipped block 
basic sequence equivalent to the usual l,-basis. It is possible to show that 
(with Q(X,, 4,) defined the same way) Theorem 1.1 (I) and (II) are true if 
(X,) does not have a skipped block basic sequence equivalent to the usual cO- 
basis. (J(X,, 4,) h as the skipped block /,-property, so the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 was somewhat easier than the general case.) Thus 
Theorem l.l(III) follows from these spaces when each X, is reflexive. 
Note that this includes monotone unconditional decompositions by taking 
4, s 0. Hence even a right neighborly decomposition of l-dimensional 
subspaces need not be a right neighborly basis in the sense of [2, Proof of 
Theorem 4.31. 
2. EXAMPLES 
Our first example is the space J(X,, $,) when X, = l,, with p = n + 1 and 
4, is set inclusion. However, we will start with the more general case of each 
X, has a monotone basis (e,JEi and so that as sets of sequences, the set 
inclusion #n: X, + X, + , satisfies (1 #,I] < 1. Let Y = J(X,,, 4,) and let Yi = 
[e,,i]Fz,. Obviously the spaces Yi are isometric to each other and are in fact 
the space J (in one of its many norms). Furthermore, by Lemma 1.2(11), (Yi) 
is a monotone decomposition for its closed linear span in Y. Further 
application of Lemma 1.2(11) shows that if each (e,,Jzi is K-unconditional 
(respectively, K-symmetric, neighborly) then ( Yi) is K-unconditional (respec- 
tively, K-symmetric, neighborly). 
We caution the reader. Even if all the X,,‘s are Z,, this space seems 
different from the &-sum of a sequence of J spaces. It seems that the bases 
(en,i)n,i will not be equivalent in the two spaces. We did not check this in 
detail but it is possible that the difficult construction of ci in J (see [6]) can 
be modified to show this. In any case, the question “Are J(1,, identity) and 
the &-sum of a sequence of J spaces isomorphic?” is open. 
The next proposition collects what general facts we know about this type 
of construction. In particular, it shows that some properties of bases need not 
be “uniformly true” for each n in order to transfer to the decomposition (Yi). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If X, has a monotone basis (e,,i)z, and 
hl:xn+xn+, satisfies llqS,II < 1 and $n(en,i) = e,, l,i, let Y = J(X,,, 4,) and 
Yi = [e,,,]~z=l. Then 
(I) (Yi) is a monotone decomposition for Y. 
(II) Zf each (e,,i)zl is shrinking, then (Yi) is shrinking. 
(III) If each (e,,i)z, is boundedly complete, then (Yi) is boundedly 
complete. 
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(IV) If each X, is reflexive, then (Y,? *) is a boundedly complete 
decomposition for Y” *. 
(V) If each X,, is reflexive and the natural basis for fi(X,, 4,) is 
shrinking, then (YF * *) is a boundedly complete decomposition for Y***. 
(VI) If each X,, and fi(X,, , 4,) are reflexive, then (Y,? * * *) is a 
bounded complete decomposition for Y* * * *. 
Proof: (I) It suffices to show Y = [Y,]. Let y E Y. Then y = C, x, with 
X, E X,, and X, = Ci CZ,,~ e,,i. Let E > 0, and choose N, M so that 
IIC g+, x, ]] < c/2 and so that { ] JJ Z i M+, CX,,~ e,,i 11 < 42N for 1 < IZ < N. Thus 
b,,mf=* CL n.1 n,* a e ]] ( E and since this second element is in [ Yi]y=, we 
(II) Let et,i be the coefficient functionals in Y*. Let y: E YT so that 
sup, ]]Cj=i yT ]] ( co. Since (e,,J,“=i is a shrinking basis for Yi, y: = 
ILP,,ie,*,i* Since (e,,&?, is a shrinking basis for X,, x,* =Ci/Inn.ic,*,i 
converges. Since ]]Ci=i x,*1] = lim, ]]P*(C:,, Y:)]] < IICf=, YTII, where 
P: Y+ Y is the canonical projection onto X, + ... +X,, and (X,) is 
shrinking, it follows that C,,x,* converges. Let E > 0, and choose 
N, M so that ]]C Nm+, x,*/I < 42 and ~0 that IICimM+1 Pn,i en*,ill -C 42N 
for 1 <n <N. Finally, IICf+,+, YTII = IIJXl CfE,+,+lP”,iezill < 
IIC1=* Cf=M+~bn,fe~ill + IIC,“N+l x,* 1) < E and so Cy,* converges and 
(Yi) is shrinking. 
(III) Let y, E Yi so that supI ]( xi= i yi]] < co. Since (e,Jz=, is a basis 
for Y,, yi = Cna,,ie,,i. Since (e,&?, is a boundedly complete basis for 
X,, X, = JJi an,ien,i converges. Since II CL, x, II < lim, II P(C:=, Yi)ll < 
]],7J:=, y,]], where P: Y+ Y is the canonical projection onto X, + pa. + X,,, it 
follows that (X,) E (X,JLIM. 
Actually C,,X, E [<,,I. If this were not true, then (x,) + [X,] would be a 
non-zero element of Q(X,, 4,). Now for this particular (X,,, 4,) d has a 
natural basis (e,,,)i”_i, where eco,i = (e,,i)n + [X,]. Consider 
ez,, E ((X,)“‘“)* the coefficient functional to e,,i in A. If (x,) + [X,] is 
non-zero then for some i, 0 # e~,i((x,)) = lim, Q,,~. But lim, a,,i = 0 since 
C, a,,ien,i converges. Now as the proof in (I), (II), JJi yi converges. 
(IV) By Theorem l.l(III), Y** is (X,,)L’M. Let 4: Y** -+ d = 
6(X,, 4,) be the quotient map. As in (III) let (e,,i)i be the natural basis for 
fi and let (ez,,) be their coefftcient functionals in Y***. The set YT* c Y* * 
is [ Yi U (Oi}], where uI is the element (e,J,, E (Xn)L’M. Note $(ai) = e,,i. 
Let yj”* E Yl?* so that sup, ]]Ci=, y: I] < 00. Each yT* = aoo,iui + 
CnCZ,,ien,i uniquely since ui, e,,i, e2,i 0.. is a basis for YT*. Note that a, i = 
e&( y: *) and lim, a,, i = 0. Projecting C:=, y: * onto X, and using ‘the 
boundedly completeness of (e,,i)i, we have x, = Ci(a,,i + an i) e,,; 
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converges. As in (III), it follows that (x,) E (X,JLIM. Moreover $((x,),) = 
Cia oo,ien,i, so this last sum converges. 
Pick integers Z(j) > Z(j- I), Z(0) = 0 so that I]C~,o)+, a,,iem,illR ( 2-j. 
Choose zi** E Yi** so that zi** = a oo,iui for i<Z(l) and for Z(j) < i < 
Z(j+ l), z** =a m,iui + CnPn,ien,i, where @,,i) is finitely non-zero and 
(1 JJi”:&)+i (zi** - yF*)l] < 2-‘. Clearly J$zf* converges, yT* - zi** E Yi 
and supI II CI= i( Y T* - zr*)]l < co. Thus by (III), C,(yF * - z,? *) and 
hence x1 y,** converges. 
(V) It follows that Y*** is isometric to Y* @ fi* and (e$,i)i is a 
boundedly complete basis for 8*. Since YF** is [Y;” U {ez,i}], the result 
follows by projecting onto Y* and d* and glueing back together. 
(VI) This is proved similarly since Y**** is Y* * @ d** and that 
last space has a nice basis. 
Remark. In case (VI) one can continue through all integer duals. That is, 
if YF is the image of the nth dual of Yi in Y’, the nth dual of Y, then (Yy) is 
a boundedly complete (and shrinking) decomposition for Y”. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. There is a symmetric decomposition (YJ of a space Y with 
each Yi isometric to the quasi-reflexive space .Z (which is a dual space) so 
that 
(I) Y is not a dual space. 
(II) (yi)9 (yi*), (yi**)Y (y,***) are boundedly complete decom- 
positions of Y, Y*, Y**, Y* * *, respectively. 
(III) (Y), (Y,?), (YT *) are shrinking decompositions of Y, Y*, Y* *, 
respectively. 
(IV) y**** is non-separable; hence (UT * * *) is not boundedly 
complete and (YF * *) is not shrinking. 
In particular, (X,,) boundedly complete decomposition does not imply 
(X,*) is a shrinking decomposition for its closed linear span nor does it imply 
[X,] is a dual space even when each of the Xn’s are dual spaces. 
Construction.* Let X,, = I, with p = n + 1 and 4,: X,, + X,, r be the inclu- 
sion. Let Y = .Z(X,, 4,). The decomposition (Yi) satisfies (II) and (III) by 
Proposition 2.1 since &X,, 4,) is c,. Thus Y* * ** contains I, and (IV) 
follows. Now Y # Z* or otherwise c0 c Y** which implies 1, c Y* * 
[ 11, p. 1031 which cannot happen since Y* * is separable. Thus (I) is true. 
Remarks. 1. Consider the Lorentz sequence space d(a,, I) with 
a, = n”4 - (n - 1)]‘4 and norm ]] . ]]i. If ]] . ]I2 is the Z,-norm, then I] . II1 < 
K (] . ]12. Let X,, be I, with norm ) . In = sup((] . I],, Kn-’ ]] . ]I*) and let Y and 
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( Yi) be as in Proposition 2.1. Then (Yi) is again a symmetric decomposition 
for Y. This time fi(X,, $,) is d(a,, 1) which contains 1, as a subspace and 
hence Y* * * is non-separable. Hence in Proposition 2.1, some hypothesis on 
d is needed in (V) and the conclusion in (IV) cannot be strengthened to 
(Yf *) is also a shrinking decomposition for Y* *. 
2. An example along the lines of Example 2.2 can be constructed so 
that (Yi) is a neighborly decomposition for Y as follows. Let (ei) be the basis 
for J given by Eq. (I), and ]/ . (lJ the norm. Let (/ . ]I, be the sup norm. We 
construct a sequence of equivalent neighborly norms on J. Say that C aiei is 
an n-step function if there are {PrlL, and integers 0 = m(O) < 
m(1) < .** < m(n) so that 2 a,ei = JFJ= 1 ~~!$-i)+ i /Iiej. Observe that a k- 
step function is an n-step function for k < n. Define 
bll” = II4lcn if x is an n-step function 
= ll4lJ otherwise 
and ]]x]ln = inf{Cy=, [xJ,,: x = Cr!i xi}. Let X, = (J, ]] a ]I,) and 
4, = identity. It follows that (Yi) is a neighborly decomposition for 
Y = J(X,, 4,) and (X,)“‘“/[X,,] is c,. It can be shown that Y* * * is 
separable, but Y**** non-separable since it contains I, as a subspace. Thus 
neighborly decompositions are not as nice as neighborly bases, where [e,]** 
separable implies all integer duals are separable [2]. 
The next collection of examples are about degrees of reflexivity. If X is a 
Banach space, define R(X) =X* */X, R,(X) =X, and Rk+ I(X) = R(R,(X)). 
The space X is said to be k-reflexive if RR(X) is reflexive which is equivalent 
to &+@I = PI- If R,Q f PI f or all integers k, we will say X is i@niteZy 
non-rej7exiue. If X is non-reflexive but not infinitely non-reflexive, we will 
say X is jhitely non-reflexive. Observe that O-reflexive and reflexive are the 
same property. 
Infinitely non-reflexive spaces have been shown to contain I:‘s uniformly 
[5], while finitely non-reflexive spaces have been shown to contain uniformly 
complemented 1:‘s [ 11. Observe that R(X*) is isomorphic to (R(X))*. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. There is a separable infinitely non-reflexive X with 
X**/X isometric to X. Hence all integer duals of X are also separable. 
Construnction. Let 2, = R, Z, = J and use Corollary 1.3 to construct a 
separable Z,, , so that Z,“,“,/Z,+ i is isometric to Z,. The space X is the I,- 
sum of the spaces (Z,)z=, . Clearly X**/X is isometric to the &-sum of 
K-X=P,,~ where Z, = {0}, which is again X. One can either use 
X**/X = X or the construction to show that all integer duals of X are 
separable and to show that X is infinitely non-reflexive. 
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EXAMPLE 2.4. There is a separable infinitely non-reflexive X with 
X**/X isomorphic to X, X isometric to its square X@,,X, and X 
isomorphic with each of its even integer duals. Hence Y = X@ X* is 
isomorphic to Y* and Y* */Y. 
Construction. Let Z be the space constructed in Example 2.3 and let 
Y=Z**. Then R(Y) is isomorphic to (R(Z))**=Z**= Y. Furthermore 
Y* * is isomorphic to Y @ R(Y) and hence to Y @ Y. Let X be the /,-sum of 
a sequence of spaces each isometric to Y. Clearly X @,, X is X and both 
X* * and X* */X are isomorphic to X. 
One final observation: If Z is weakly compactly generated, and 
Y = J(X,, 4,) is the space given by Corollary 1.4, then Y is isometric to 
fi( Y,, u/J, where Y, = X, @ . . . 0 X, and vn is the inclusion. (It is possible 
to show Y is weakly compactly generated as well.) We can use Theorem 1.1 
to iterate this construction. Thus using the R, notation above we have 
COROLLARY 2.5. If Z is weakly compactly generated and k is a positive 
integer, then there is a space Y with R,JY) isometric to Z. 
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